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when you choose to use the "special livery" you will be presented with the following options: -
trackball style - brush style - image style - 3d style - addition of the c&d logo - addition of the vertical
logo - addition of the company logo - addition of the assigned operator logo - addition of the name
logo - addition of the speedometer - addition of the speedometer and scale of the speedometer -
addition of the route logo - addition of the yard or depot logo - addition of the freight yard logo -
addition of the freight yard logo - addition of the propane tanks logo - addition of the propane tanks
logo - addition of the fuel tank logo - addition of the fuel tank logo - addition of the tools logo -
addition of the tools logo when you have selected your desired livery you will be presented with the
following options: - show and hide livery options - show logos - show company logo - show route logo
- show speedometer - show speedometer and scale - show tool livery - show whistle - show whistle -
show propane tanks - show propane tanks - show fuel tanks - show fuel tanks - show tools - show
tools - show freight yard - show freight yard - show yard logo - show depot - show depot - show
company logos - show company logos if you have chosen to use the "paint" livery you will be
presented with the following options: - show and hide livery options - show logos - show company
logo - show route logo - show speedometer - show speedometer and scale - show whistle - show
whistle - show propane tanks - show propane tanks - show fuel tanks - show fuel tanks - show tools -
show tools - show freight yard - show freight yard - show yard logo - show depot - show depot - show
company logos - show company logos
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Like the ES44DC, the ES44AC was fitted with an optional AC motor, offering limited all-electric
service on the DS44AC, which was fitted with a DC motor. Iowa Interstate (IAIS) was one of the first
Class 2 railroads or regionals in the United States to purchase new, GE diesels for the first time in

many years, on top of purchasing their very first entirely new, non-second hand diesels. The railroad
has since received 14 units. In an enthusiastic move, the railroad painted one of their units (IAIS

#513) into an livery reminiscent of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific (Rock Island) railroad, Who's
former trackage they operate on. 3 additional ES44AC's were ordered during late 2014 and delivered
early 2015, despite having declined numerous times before. One other unit in particular (IAIS #516),

was also painted in an livery reminiscent of another version of the Rock Island's paintscheme to
celebrate the regional's 30th anniversary. For Steam Models, the ES44AC bears a relative

resemblance to the IC44G, with the nameplate moving and the headlight and side marker lights
being painted in the same red and blue colour scheme. For Board Games, the ES44AC bears a
relatively complete livery. Notably, the locomotive has only one headlight, with the sides being

painted in a lighter shade of blue. For Simulations (Railfan) the ES44AC bears a relative resemblance
to the Euro/NAAC AC900-601, with only the lettering, which appears to be a different font, being

unique. For Loads (Railfan) the ES44AC bears a relatively complete livery. Notably, the locomotive
has only one headlight, with the sides being painted in a lighter shade of blue. 5ec8ef588b
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